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Abstract—Multithreaded software is subject to data races. Currently available data race detectors report such errors to the developer, but consume large amounts of time and memory; many approaches are not applicable for large software projects. Unit tests containing fractions of the program lead to better results. We propose AutoRT, an approach to automatically generate parallel unit tests as target for data race detectors from existing programs. AutoRT uses the Single Static Multiple Dynamic (SSMD) analysis pattern to reduce complexity and can therefore be used efficiently even in large software projects. We evaluate AutoRT using Microsoft CHESS and show that with SSMD all 110 data races contained in our sample programs can be located.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Writing parallel programs is hard. Data races and deadlocks are error types specific for multicore software development. Finding such errors is a tedious and non trivial task: Due to alternating schedules, data races may only show up on rare occasions, rendering conventional debugging and reproduction techniques effectless. To ease this situation, data race detection strategies are a prospering scientific field for several years. The data race detectors available today may coarsly be grouped into three categories: (1) static, (2) dynamic, and (3) model-driven. All categories have their own strenghts and weaknesses. However, all of them share the fact that they have not yet achieved broad acceptance in the professional developer community. The common main problem with data race detectors is that they either (1) consume too much memory and computation time or (2) report too many false positives. A fact that we see accross many race detectors is that the results are impressive when applied to small applications, but with increasing sizes of real world applications, race detection approaches become increasingly impractical. In general parallel unit tests would be well-suited to overcome the well-known issues with current data race detectors mentioned above. However, it is difficult to write and design a profound set of parallel unit tests: What method pairs need to be tested with what input data?

In this paper we present AutoRT, an extension to regular parallel unit tests: AutoRT automatically generates parallel unit tests from whole programs, produces a test context and checks for concurrency bugs using a dynamic race detector. Regular parallel unit tests run two or more methods in parallel on given input data and program state. With AutoRT we apply a data race detector on parallel unit tests instead of a whole program and therefore reduce complexity to a set of small fractions instead of a single large one. We use Microsoft CHESS [1], a race detector that is spefically designed to be applied to unit tests. Thus AutoRT overcomes scalability limitations. AutoRT uses a combined static and dynamic analysis pattern we call Single Static Multiple Dynamic (SSMD, chapter IV). In a first step, SSMD identifies method pairs containing accesses to common data through the notion of strong parallel dependency (chapter IV-A). These method pairs are subject to multiple dynamic analyses. SSMD identifies methods that effectively run in parallel, gathers corresponding test contexts and removes equivalent method pairs. Finally, parallel unit tests are created from method pairs and test contexts and passed on to Microsoft CHESS. We evaluated our approach using several academic sample programs and the Microsoft Parallel Sample Library as benchmark and show that AutoRT finds all of the 110 known data races.

II. PARALLEL UNIT TEST BASICS

AutoRT extends regular parallel unit tests (parUT) and data race detectors. In this chapter we present basics to better understand the concept presented in chapter III. A parallel unit test is a dedicated test method in a separate class, which executes two or more methods in parallel. Each of these methods under test is executed within its own thread. The test class also initializes required parameters and global data. It returns as soon as all parallel methods under test finish their execution.

A. Parallel versus Conventional Unit Tests

A parallel unit test differs from a conventional unit test in several ways. A conventional unit test is self-verifying: After the execution of a test method, assert statements check if the test method behaved as expected. If not, an exception is thrown. One problem when dealing with parallelization errors is the lack of a mechanism to assert correctness. A parallel unit test is not self-verifying: There is no assertion-like mechanism to verify that the test is successful or not. Even if a parallel unit test contained a regular assertion to check for the correct result, the data race would still not be found, because parallelization errors inherently occur extremely rare. An assertion can only report a deviation to the expected result, if it occurs, so a regular parallel unit test will very likely execute and terminate successfully, although it contains a data race. A regular parallel unit test cannot decide whether the methods under test behave as intended, but a combination with a data race detector can,
as Figure 1 illustrates. Increment() and Decrement() that are show in Figure 4 both access x, so there obviously is a data race on variable x. AutoRT automatically generates parallel unit tests like in Figure 1 using SSMD and passes them on to a race detector. Related works such as ConCrash [2] generate unit tests as soon as a data race detector reports a data race to assist in error reproduction. In contrast to AutoRT this approach still has the scalability disadvantage: Applying race detection on a whole software system takes a very long time. A parallel unit test in AutoRT clearly focuses on the relevant portions of a software system that are worth the effort of running data race detection.

B. Extending Data Race Detectors

As explained, a parallel unit test is deliberately not self-verifying and leaves the race detection to other tools. We decided that our unit tests do not anticipate a certain mechanism to detect races. Following the principle of separation of concerns we are able to use a variety of data race detectors on each parallel unit test. We also enable productive use of detectors that are too slow and memory intensive: Especially model-based detectors may benefit from this design decision, as they evaluate a unit test as a small single instance instead of a whole program. In our implementation depicted in chapter V, we use Microsoft CHESS as a race detector. CHESS is designed to find races in small tests, executing only small fractions of large programs [1]. In extension to this, we are currently working on a .NET-implementation of Helgrind+ [3], a novel data race detector to find correlated races which can so far not be found by CHESS. The aspect of scalability accounts for a combination of different data race detectors even more: Applying any of these detectors consecutively on a complete program would consume even more time, but for an automatically generated parallel unit test the combination executes with acceptable speed.

III. REQUIREMENTS OF A PARALLEL UNIT TEST GENERATOR

When parallel unit tests are created manually, an engineer has to identify the methods that could potentially be executed in parallel, locate relevant input parameters and assign object states in order to evoke the desired control flow. Even for experienced software testers, this task is far from trivial because of the following problem areas:

- A parallel execution might be overlooked resulting in incomplete test sets.
- Tests regions that are not executed in parallel unnecessarily extend test execution duration.
- Methods containing data races but that will never occur due to control flow dependencies don’t have to be tested in order to minimize false positives.

The automatic generation of unit tests face the same challenges as the manual generation, so we define the following goals for AutoRT: (1) Reduction of test cases to relevant code areas, (2) completeness of the set of test cases and (3) correctness of the executed tests. We will evaluate these goals in section VI. In the remainder of this section, we will explain the requirements to fulfill these three goals. Section V presents the implementation of AutoRT.

1) Test Case Reduction: It is commonly known that exhaustive testing of parallel code leads to a tremendous number of states due to the large number of possible thread interleavings. Parallelization errors however can only occur in the relatively few areas that are effectively executed in parallel. This leads to a large search space although the problematic code regions are relatively small. At the same time we want to be able to filter out redundant test cases. We define the following requirements in order to reduce the number of test cases.

**Red1**: Method pairs that never access common memory areas are excluded from the test set, as they cannot lead to data races. We therefore conduct a static pre-analysis to filter out those methods that don’t access common data. Because of the potentially high number of common states AutoRT employs a lightweight analysis.

**Red2**: Variables might influence the intra-procedural control flow. Variables that cannot lead to data races are excluded from the test set. We therefore use a dynamic analysis to check for reference identity at commonly used object instances. This is motivated by the fact that two parallel accesses to a common data type only result in a data race, if the same object instance is used. As [4] shows, this problem is statically undecidable, so we employ a dynamic analysis.

**Red3**: Methods invoked with different parameter values that execute the same control flow path either contain a data race or not. If they do, it’s the same data race and the methods only have to be checked with one parameter value. We therefore identify equivalence classes for variable allocations that lead to the same control flow path and might therefore lead to the same data race. A different strategy to retrieve equivalent classes of program states and variable assignments that evoke the same data races would be a symbolic execution. This procedure could enrich our dynamic analysis efficiently: Capturing the execution paths at runtime would cause minor overhead. A symbolic execution would be able to detect
IV. AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF PARALLEL UNIT TESTS USING SSMD

Our approach to automatically generate parallel unit tests follows a pattern we call Single Static Multiple Dynamic (SSMD), as depicted in Figure 2. In SSMD, a single static analysis retrieves data required by multiple dynamic analysis runs. Our approach contains two different dynamic steps, which are repeated several times. The first dynamic run determines what methods in the program run in parallel and the second records object state information about them. To explore parallel regions which cannot be reached within a single program execution, these two steps have to be iterated. After data collection, AutoRT emits the test methods. AutoRT consists of four steps: (1) static parallel dependency analysis, (2) dynamic method analysis, (3) dynamic object state recording, and (4) test case generation. We present each step in this section.

Fig. 2. The Single Static Multiple Dynamic Pattern (SSMD).

A. Parallel Dependency

We define the term parallel dependency as a foundation for our static analysis step. It is used to identify methods worth examining for unit test generation.

For all methods $M$ in a program, $S$ is the set of shared variables across multiple threads. The write access relation $W \subseteq M \times S$ and read access relation $R \subseteq M \times S$ are defined as follows:

\[
W := \{(m, s) | m \in M \land s \in S \land \exists i \in M : \text{Value of } s \text{ is written in instruction } i\} \tag{1}
\]

\[
R := \{(m, s) | m \in M \land s \in S \land \exists i \in M : \text{Value of } s \text{ is read in instruction } i\} \tag{2}
\]

The parallel dependency $PD$ is a binary relation $PD \subseteq M \times M$ that puts two methods $m_1$ and $m_2$ in a relation, when they contain at least one instruction reading or writing a common variable. Formally, $PD$ is defined as follows:

\[
PD := \{(m_1, m_2) | m_1, m_2 \in M \land \exists s \in S : \bigvee (W(m_1, s) \land R(m_2, s)) \lor (R(m_1, s) \land R(m_2, s)) \lor (R(m_1, s) \land W(m_2, s))) \lor (W(m_1, s) \land W(m_2, s)) \} \tag{3}
\]

Definition 1: Two methods which both access a common variable are called parallel dependent. If at least one of the methods performs a write access, they are called strongly parallel dependent. If none of the accesses is a write access, they are called weakly parallel dependent. Any method which
According to this definition we can further refine the relation $PD$ as follows:

$$PD = PD_s \cup PD_w$$

where $PD_s$ contains strongly parallel dependent methods and $PD_w$ contains weakly parallel dependent methods, that are excluded from the dynamic analyses.

### B. Static Parallel Dependency Analysis

We do not want to generate parallel unit tests for each method pair in a program. In order to determine which method pairs are relevant for data race detection, we perform a static pre-analysis. We use the notion of strong parallel dependency in order to identify relevant method pairs. For test generation we only consider strongly parallel dependent method pairs at the moment. These method pairs are candidates for test case generation, as they contain at least one write access to a potentially shared variable, which is a precondition for a data race. During dynamic analysis it is determined whether the variable is actually shared.

Although AutoRT currently only uses the strong parallel dependency analysis, we present a scenario that would profit from weak parallel dependency: Using strongly dependent method pairs is a sound approach to test programs that currently contain data races. However, during early stages of software development, a data race might only be included in later revisions. For this, regression tests are an interesting option. While the software is still subject to development changes, weakly dependent method pairs might additionally be used for test case generation. Weakly dependent method pairs contain harmless read accesses that might be updated to contain write accesses in future software revisions. Such test cases would currently not report any races, but would do so as soon as races sneak into the program. This shows a major difference between parallel test case generation and data race detection: While a data race detector has to be as precise as possible and should not report any false positives at all, test case generation embraces code, which does not contain a data race right now, but might easily do so in the future.

### C. Dynamic Method Analysis

In this step, the program under test is instrumented to record entry and exit time stamps for the set of methods reported by the static analysis. After that, the program is run. Using the information recorded, it can be seen which methods ran simultaneously. These are the method pairs for which AutoRT has to generate parallel test cases. The methods of these pairs are called test case candidates.

Obviously, test cases can only be generated for program parts that have been executed during dynamic analysis. It is the software tester’s responsibility to rerun the application with input data that cover all parallel program parts. This input data is already available in most software projects to test the correct program behaviour.

### D. Dynamic Object State Recording

The program under test is instrumented again: All test case relevant methods are instrumented to write down the values of all parameters and objects they access as soon as the method is entered - we get a complete object state dump. Our runtime detects when the same instance of an object is used several times and stores this information - even across thread boundaries. So methods running in parallel and accessing the same object instance will access a single object instance in the generated test case, too. If a method calls a sub-routine, this method will also dump its object state information. In the current version, each call to an instrumented method will produce a full state dump of the accessed objects, so obviously useless data is recorded; for example, frequently called getter-methods record the same values many times. We are currently working on improvements to dynamically decide if further dumps are required to generate the full set of parallel test cases to improve memory consumption and run time.

### E. Test Case Generation

For each method pair identified, at least one parallel test case has to be generated. In order to run both methods within
such a test case, all objects accessed by both methods need to be initialized to a valid state before the method calls. For each relevant method, one or more object state dumps are available depending on how often the method has been executed. The test case generator will emit code to restore the object states for each tested method within a parallel unit test. We call the set of object states accessed by two (or more) methods the test context. If both of these methods ran parallel during object state recording, we get such a test context directly. But it is also possible to construct a test context for two methods if both were executed sequentially. How to combine these states is not obvious, as both methods may have accessed a common global object with different state. If it is possible to combine two object states, we call them compatible. Object states are always compatible if they do not share any objects. They are also compatible if all fields of each common object contain the same value. At the moment, this is the only situation in which we apply test context construction. For future versions, we will explore how to merge object states with different values.

V. Implementation

We implemented our test case generator in C#. For instrumentation, we used the Phoenix compiler framework [6] in a first version and updated it to use Microsoft CCI [7]. We instrument .NET-Assemblies and generate test cases in C#. The C# file generated compiles into a .NET-Assembly which contains a class with test methods. Microsoft CHESS and other data race detectors can then execute the test methods.

Test cases generated with our sample implementation reconstruct values of global variables including data structures of the .NET Framework such as lists or dictionaries. Generic data types are included in this process, too. A generated sample test case is shown in Figure 1. A test case cannot set protected and private fields by assignment. For such elements, we emit .NET reflection API code. Using this technique, we avoid calling complex object initializers and constructors, but may set only those parts of an object’s state that can be seen be the methods under test.

The architecture of our implementation is depicted in Figure 3. First, our static analysis module will examine all CIL-methods of the program under test for parallel dependencies. Using the dependencies found, an instrumented version of the program under test is generated which links to our dynamic analysis runtime. During execution of the instrumented program under test, our runtime records which methods actually run in parallel. Multiple executions with different input may be necessary to examine all program parts. After that, the generated parallel method list is used to instrument parallel methods for object state recording. The program is executed again. Finally, our test case generator uses the program states.

A sample program under test with the according instrumented versions is shown in Figure 4. In (a), we can see the original version of two parallel dependent methods. They are strongly parallel dependent, as they both contain a write access to the global variable x and run in parallel. (b) shows the instrumented version for parallel method analysis: calls to our dynamic analysis runtime are added at the beginning and the end of the methods. The runtime logs timestamps for method entry and exit. After execution, the runtime decides which methods ran in parallel. For those methods, a second instrumentation of the program is performed (c): In this version, runtime calls are added for each global variable as well as any method parameter at the beginning of the method. With the resulting information, a test case can be generated which initializes the program state with the same values as during real program execution. Finally, Figure 1 shows the resulting parallel test case: Both methods are called within a thread for each method. Before starting these threads, parameter values as well as global variables accessed by these methods are initialized with the values recorded. A barrier will block the main thread of the test to wait for both methods to end.

VI. Evaluation

This section presents our sample applications and the results of our experiments.

A. Sample Applications

The samples chosen for evaluation are composed from parallel sample applications found in the MSDN Code Gallery, samples from the CHESS data race detector and programs written on our own, such as a quad tree simulation. The applications from the CHESS package already contain data races as found in real-world applications; we chose them to show that our test case generator may bring up these kinds of errors. In the programs from the MSDN Code Gallery and in our own applications, we introduced data races manually by removing synchronization instructions. After generating parallel unit tests, we used CHESS to find the data races. We then fixed those errors and applied CHESS again to the parallel unit tests, to show that the tests then execute without reporting any errors. The results of our evaluation are shown in table I.

B. Race Detection Efficiency

Our data race detector is not designed to detect data races itself. Instead, it generates test cases which enable data race detectors such as CHESS to detect data races. As the overall goal is to detect races, the number of detected races is the most important metric. Our data race detector generated 50 parallel unit tests for the 8 sample programs. The sample programs contained 110 data races, of which all have been found by CHESS, when applied to the parallel unit tests. Using the tests, we also found a data race in our quad tree application which we did not introduce deliberately. We were not able to fix this bug without our generated test cases, as CHESS was not able to complete the application when running it as a whole program.

C. Performance

In order to generate parallel unit tests, three performance critical steps have to be performed: (1) static analysis, (2) dynamic method analysis and (3) dynamic object state recording.
We experience the most severe performance impact in steps (2) and (3). The slowdowns vary from good (factor 1.2) to dramatic (factor 190). The main reason for this is that we record methods blindly in our current implementation: If we instrument a method foo to record its object states during runtime, it will do so in every single method call. It will do so even if all required data from foo has already been recorded. If such a method uses many objects or is called within a loop, performance is doomed. Therefore, we will include a dynamic instrumentation in our next version, which will stop recording data on a per method basis, if enough sample data has been recorded\(^1\). We expect a significant speed up. Other obvious improvements include the way we store data: The generator emits XML-files during execution. We are currently switching to a more performant binary file format. The static parallel dependency analysis is executed within a few milliseconds for each of the sample applications. However, despite the performance drawbacks described above, we can apply CHESS to the test cases generated, even if we cannot apply it to the whole application due to performance limitations. Furthermore, the test cases may be re-run deliberately. Even though we need to further evaluate our test case generator on large scale applications, we can already see that automatically dividing programs in smaller portions using a test based approach may improve the usability of current data race detectors.

D. Search Space Reduction

The quad tree sample application shows the usefulness of the static analysis: 12 parallel dependent method pairs have been found within the 58 methods. However, during dynamic parallelity analysis, 1,254 parallel running method pairs have been found. Without the static analysis, all of these would have to be instrumented for parallel data analysis; but as only 12 method pairs may share common data, we can reduce the instrumentation overhead to 1% only.

VII. RELATED WORK

Data Race Detectors: In our implementation we used the dynamic race detector Microsoft CHESS ([1]). Dynamic race detectors ([8], [9], [10], [11], [12]) monitor the program execution and look for races at runtime. For this reason they return few false positives, but they can only identify errors, when they occur. As races occur rarely, dynamic detectors have to be re-run often or for a long time. Another disadvantage is the slowdown of the program under test resulting from the runtime analysis.

Static race detectors ([13], [14]) produce large numbers of false positives. For static tools it is hard to detect data or control flow dependencies between objects or method pairs. Also it is hard to identify the parallel execution of methods correctly.

In [15], G. Szeder defines a framework for the execution of unit tests for Java programs. A unit test is regarded successful, if it produces the same output for any possible thread interleaving. It uses Java Pathfinder [16] as model checker to verify all possible execution branches.

Parallel Test Case Generators: In [17], A. Nistor et al. generate parallel unit tests for concurrent usage of public class methods. However, they don’t generate tests for whole programs and don’t test multiple class interaction. Additionally, they don’t use existing race detectors but implement their own mechanism.

In [18], W. Wong et al. use of reachability graphs to generate parallel unit tests. The test cases are reduced via four criteria to prioritize them and to sort them topologically. It also uses the Stubborn Set Method as model checker. It was applied to small programs but it does not scale to higher degrees of parallelism and bigger programs.

In [19], T. Katayama et al. map the behaviour of a parallel program onto a graph structure containing the control

---

\(^1\)After dynamic method analysis, we know for which method pairs and control flow paths we need to generate unit tests. During object state recording, we can disable recording for each methods after recording appropriate method calls.
flow and explicit thread synchronizations. Via predefined test criteria this graph is reduced to unit tests.

In [2], Q. Luo et al. use static race detection and employ a capture-and-replay-technique to detect data races. In contrast to AutoRT, ConCrash produces unit tests only for program executions that led to a certain exception.

J.-D. Choi et al. track thread schedules of a parallel program and are able to replay them ([20]), which enables a deterministic execution and facilitates debugging of parallel programs. DejaVu itself does not use unit tests but could be used to capture and replay them deterministically.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This work is in progress and we currently work on extending the automatic test generator presented in this paper. For the future we motivate a combination of multiple race detectors at once for two purposes: (1) filtering false positives and (2) using detectors specialiced on certain error patterns.

In this paper we present AutoRT, a concept for automatic parallel unit test generation. We use a combination of static and dynamic program analysis to generate small test cases as input for current data race detectors. We have found all 110 races in our sample applications using our generated tests and the data race detector CHESS. We plan to extend our analysis runtime using dynamic instrumentation: current instrumentation is never changed during a single program run; using dynamic instrumentation, we can enable and disable object state recording deliberately. We will present results of our test case generator in combination with other data race detectors, such as TachoRace ([9]) and the .NET-implementation of Helgrind+.
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